
Robert Smith
Concierge Agent

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Looking for a position that is suitable to my field of interest. I know that I have knowledge in my 
field of expertise and I am willing to learn new things that will make me more effective and 
efficient towards reaching the company's goals.

SKILLS

MS Office, Customer Service, Data Entry, Clerical Skills.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Concierge Agent
ABC Corporation  January 2008 – February 2008 
 Created excitement during the confirmation calls while providing complete and accurate 

information to guests.
 Handled customer escalations in a professional and courteous manner to maximize the guest 

experience.
 Strived to meet individual and team goals every month while maintaining a professional and 

ethical representation of the company.
 Exercised good judgment and diplomacy while handling guest inquiries and responded 

promptly with accurate information Demonstrated proficiency.
 Greeted residents and or guests entering buildings Checked off daily shift logs in the 

computer system Walked through garages to ensure every car.
 Adhered to the established timeframe.
 Greeted guests as they arrive and depart; Follow up on guest inquiries; Coordinated and 

manage requests for special arrangements.

Concierge Agent
Delta Corporation  2003 – 2008 
 Worked From Home) Supervisor Keith Hatten Worked from home transferring incoming calls to

the appropriate extensions.
 Worked at the front desk and also in the Sales department at the Sydney Airport providing 

Customer Service.
 Offered guests a comprehensive knowledge of the surrounding area and the activities and 

dining availability on the island.
 Created full itineraries for guests prior to their stay, ensuring a seamless experience.
 Handled emails and guest folio requests prior to and during guests stay.
 Worked with a team to offer vendors that would meet the guests needs and help create 

additional revenue for the company.
 Ensuring a positive experience in the hotel lobby by greeting guests in the lobby and 

coordinating special occasion amenities or luggage delivery.

EDUCATION

Bachelor Degree
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